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Abstract
The major problem in fisheries today is that the catching capacity of fleets is weIl in
excess of the optimum capacity required to harvest the available resources. There are
. several ways to create a better future. Such a future would imply healthy fish stocks. a
resource adapted fishing effort. sound economic investments. ample employment
opportunities. healthy and safe working conditions. good market and trade conditions.
and last but not least valuable and desired products for consumers. In order to reach these
targets the following combined strategies can be applied. First of all there is a need for
restrietion and adaption of fishing effort to present resources. which often means that the
present effort will have to be decreased and stabilized at a lower level. The second
.strategy is to increase the efficiency to catch the target species and size. This calls for an .
improvement of the selectivity of fishing gears. thus leaving non-target species and
sizes to contribute more to the bio-mass and recruitment of fish stocks. The third way is
to increase fish production by hatchery or to increase the bio-mass by catching alive and
letting grow further. thus creating more value out of the same resource. Introduction of
square mesh is only a part of the problem and should not be over-estimated in its
effects. but it does not seem to deteriorate the situation for most fisheries. Various ways
to improve the size and species selectivity of fishing gears are mentioned with related
problems conceming implementation. Existing technical measures with the aim to
contribute to stock conservation are reviewed with problems of definition and legal
aspects; Criteria for effective legislation are reviewed. Socio-economic aspects are
mentioned like the attitude of the industry toward this problem and the specific structure
of the fishing industry. being competitive in natureand harvesting a common-property
open-access resource.Attitudes can be changed by education and instruction. change of
actual behaviour needs dear incentives. mostly of economic nature. The role of
scientific advice is described and the importance of credibility of stock assessments with
current efforts to increase the accuracy of such estimates.
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1.
INTRODUCTION.
It is generally accepted that the major problem in fishenes today is that tlle catching
capacity of fleets is weil in excess of the optimum capacity required to
harvest the available resources [8]. We should reaIise however; that others within
the fisheries may have <luite a different opinion. Fishermeri usualIy tend to ignore the
long tenn problems and 'focus on the short term. It is essential that this problem is
recognisoo b~ all players in the game. Not only sdentists or fishery m~~gers, but most
of all the fishermen themse1ves.

,

!.

Once the problem has been deflned and acknowiedgerl <>ne can start to concentrate on
finding possible sOlutloris. Partial solutions do not solve the problem. Hope for solving ,

·e

can 'only be put irito analysis of all its aspectS and not by focusing on smaiI parts arid
tryirig to solve these.
This paper häs beeil Wriuen to eontribute 10 discussioris on the appÜcation of more
selective fishing geaci and to relate' these topics to a wider view on the problem.
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2.
ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT SITUATION
In mäny fisheries overcapacity exists. i~ terms of fishing effort iri reIation to availabie
resouree stocks, which eaIl be subdivided in numbers of flshing vessels, dimensions of
these vessels arid their gears and insialled engine power, und time spent at sea. Th~
situation may
from piace to place and have seasonaI vwarice. Also it may be tIl:ie for
some target species but not for others. In many cases the problem of mixed fisheries
exists where minimum landing sizes of different species require that a eompromise in
mesh size is takeri. Technoiogy progresses imrl with it our ability 10 catch more fish per '
unit of effort. The ever chdnging economi.c circumsiances keep forcing eriteqjreneurs to
ahri fOf efflciency in order to mairitmn their business. Mostly this is iränslaied in tenns of
growth in seale of operation and eatch per unit effort. nigger boats are built in mariy
eountries and the same applies to gear sizes. Sometimes the total riumber of vessels and'
the total number of people irivolved in the operation diminishes as in thc Dutch midwater
trawling branch. Iri other eases the numbers are allowed to rlse too and ihe pressure on
fish stOCks iricreases steadily with the result of oveTflshing. In many eouritrles restiictions
,,\
.,
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.
have been set on vessel size or amount of horsepower installed. Economic set backs for
example induced by a raise in oil pric~s have slowed down the growth at particular
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has

eonrlriued with greater emphasis on
moments. After the initial shock the developmeot
cost rCduction. In some fishenes the resuIt lias onIy been that the unit size increased and
the number of units änd personnei rlecreased, but not the total fishing Cffort. In other~ the
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result has been a steady increase in fishing effort leading to a stnictural excess. The
economic incentive of keeping business profitable will of course always exist. In many
fisheries a large amOlint of unrepoi1~ by-catch is disc~ded at sea, which is regarded as
loss ofvaluable proteIn and bad practice. Would this not have been the case then these
fish would create more bio-mass and value by w-owth and contribute mor~ to the
recruitment of the stock. It can al~o be interpretated ~s an economic loss. It is
generally believed that the present situation is non-sustainable in the rar
future' and some workers forecast a disasterous outcome for the fisheries with ever
.continuing stock depletion when policies rem~ u.nchanged.

3.

FUTURE PROSPECTS.
Of course no one agrees that this should happen in the long ron and there is great concern
not only among fisheries hioiogists. Similar trends can be seen in other inaustries. In fact
environmental awareness has grown rapidly over the last decade leading to new polit.ical
choices. In this respect the fisheries may serve as a very good example to other
industries of how to ensure a sustainable development, if we succeed. More than in most
other industries fishery depends on a sound approach to the limits set be the eco-system.
Targets set for the future may involve:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthy fish stocks of ample size that reproouce themselves.
A resource adapted fishing effort.
Sound economic investments.
Ample einployment opportunities.
Healthy aild safe working conditions.
Good market and trade conditions~
Valuable and wanted products for consumers.

The problem vie face" today is how we can get from the present situation described above
to the future we would like to create. We can at least hope to identify which type of action
is leading to this kind of future and which type of action will definitely not contribute in
this direction. Being scientists, we are in the Position to state views independent of direct
.

,

economic links. In the industry this luxury does not exist. In addition we claim or hope to
have more knowledge of the various interactions and some more fundament.al insights.
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STRATEGIES FOR THE FUTURE.
Let us trY to identifY.what is needed to n~ach the goals meritioned before. The major
emphäsis should be put on resti-iction arid adaption or flshing efrort to preseiit
resourees. in most cases ihis rneans that the present effort wüi have to be deereased and
stabilized at a lower level. in fact many actlons are aiready taken aIong this line. in the
future "the resources may grow an<! fishing cffort restIictlons may be loosened. Fleet
rCductions have been stimuhited at many ti~es in the Dutch flshery. S~ze restrietions of
fishing vessels were legaIly enforced for inshöre fishing grounds. Problems of definition .
of installed engine power and size of a fishing vessel in temis of hold volume were
tremendous. Vessel designers eould find ways to drcumyent the 'esprit de loi' with
associated problems of sea-keeping performance and s:ifeiy. Moreover some boats were
designed with high engine powers with the motive that tbe engines were derated when
fishirig took place withiri the twelve inile liriiit and more power is needed for fishing
outside this limit. Needless to say this will provide terriptations to cheat th6 mIes. For this
reason more emphasis has been put on resmction of effort thfough aIiowed time at sea
lately. ~his measure is far less complicated ami easier to controL Many teehnical
merisures mentioned iri Chapter 5are relaied io this sti"ategy~
An additional stnitegy would be io" increase the efflciency to eatel. tlle target
species and size Of in other words to ~lVoid catching what we do not want. This caIis
fo~ an improvement of the seleeÜvity" of fishing gears t based on the premises that
"juvenile flsh and non-target species that escape have good chances of survivai. Recent
research done on survivability gives evidence to support this. [9] Iri Chapter 6 ihis

•

stniiegy will be explairied iri more detail as it concerns flshery science arid technology to a
great extent
A third approach would also contribute in a positive waY. This is to increase the bio-mass
by ~irected action; io the exterit that we are able to. We cari l.ateh fisl1 or let theni
grow and gain
weight and value. Aquaeulture has growirig importance t
especially in Scandinavia. Arecent initiative in NOrWay is tö eatell flsh and store then
alive in the fishing vessel after which they are triinsferred to fish peris where they are fed
io grow further and reach augmented value. Artifidal' sheIter can be created and .
enable fish to live where tliey could not before. It is knowri thai flsh are abundant among
wrecks. It should be born in mind that when we shift off from the natural environment

more

are

more vulnerabie and fish
there are undoubtfuUy also penalties to pay. Mono-cuitures
hatched anificialIy that escape into the environment may affect natural stOCks by interbreed1ng. This approach wiIl not bC dealt With in this paper in more detail.
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5.

LEGAL ASPECTS.

The conservation of resources is one of the objectives of th~ Common Fisheries Policy of
the European Community, that came in action on 25 January 1983. This policy may serve
_as an example of measures already taken to stimulate a sustainable development. It is
based on two corner stones. The annual fixation of so-called Total AHowable
Catches (TACs) for all the major fish stocks in community waters and on Technical
Measures. The lauer category basically aims at minimizing the capture of juvenile fish.

I.

The Dutch beam trawl fishery for example is subject to a vast set of rules, restricting:

I

I

I

•
•
•
•

Engine power
Days at sea
Codend mesh size
Minimum landing size for various species

• Individual or group quotas
• By-eatch
• Gear size
• Fishing area and season (boxes).
In addition an incentive has been created to decrease the fleet size ,by premiums to stop
fishing based on vessel power. A system of licences has been created to limit access to
the fishery. Logbooks containing information on catch si,ze and composition with .
reference to position of the fishing grounds are also required by many authorities.

•

In spite of all these measures it is recognised that the enforcement of
these technical measures is extremely difficuIt and effort control is very
hard to achieve, although the growth in effort has indeed slacked off. Brugge [8]
explains very clear~y that these legal aspects should not be under-estimated and
effective legislation must be:
,. Clear and unambiguous.
• Controllable.
• Enforceable and stand up in Court ofLaw.

,~

A legally watertight definition of fishing gear and its components is necessary and at

the same time extremely' difficuIt. Almost any rule can be circumvented by the industry,
and one can argue whether solutions should be sought along this line at all. Proper

control would require an inspector on every boat at a11 times. Apart from the costs there is
-7-

, an ethicaI point to this. We do not want to ereIlte a police state. There should be mom for
innovation and personal freedom. A contrary approach to setting ruies is to educate and
to create inceiiÜve. Incentive can result if the person in questiori sees benefits» either in
l(~riris of economic gain or in tenns of improved working condiiioris. This is
impossible as can be illustrated by the vie~s of rishennen voltinteering to use more
seieciive gears as expressed during the workshop on the application and selectivüy of
square mesh rietting in trawls» St. John's Newfouridlllrid» 25 November 1988.

nOt
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6.

IMPROVING SELECTIVITY OF FISHING GEARS.

6.1

Technical solL.iiioris.

An improvement of the selecÜvity of fishirig gears is the second way to contribute
to our objective. It cannot be seen at th6 solution to the problem. It should not b~
regarded as more than a contribution. Many rese~ch has beeri dedicated to the use of
square mesh in trawls and positive results in the release of yming rouridfish has been
reported to a great exterit by many workers [7]. It has also been rec~gnised lately, that not
only the cooerid mesh size deteImines the selectivity properrles of a gear. Other net design
features such as the ,vidth an"d length of the codend al~o playa role [1, 2]. The criterion
is the opening angle of meshes and many ways exist to increase these arigles 'over a net or
to decreasethe angies deliberately ror thkt matter. For iristance codend attaclnrleriis
c~ be used for this pirrpose and offici.aiiy defended to serve ether funciions such as
improving strength or eridurance. For this reason restricting rules are set for such
attachmerits. Some workers state that the ebjectives mel with the use of square mesh dui
also easily be achieved by an increase in the minimum dia~ond mesh size. This wÜI of
course be a much more simple solution both from a legal point of view as from a costs
point of view. H~wever» we urifortunately have to acknowledge the fact thai minimum
mesh size regulations are often violated. The solution will orily exist on paper. Brugge
[8] states very clearly that there is no reasori to believe thai the industry will respect
square mesh Iegislation; any better than the present miriimum mesh size regulations.
Other possible solutions are suggested such as shortened i-ibÜnes in codends all
subject io the same consideratioris. Bin the concept of selective nets is worth striving for.
Good results are fourid in the shrimp and Nephrops fishery. Sepärator panels,
grates, extra funnel contnictions arid. other devices have been iried out
successfully. Enforcement by Iaw is however extreriieniy difficult» but some exainples of
successful implementation exist for instdnce in the NOrWegiaii fishenes [4; 5]. Here a
•

•

. '

,

r

,~.

clear inceniiv6 was created. The fisheririen were allowed to fish in certriin closed areas
with the separator panel providing the number of juvenile roundflsh did not exceed a
certairi percentage of th6 catch of shrimp.
-8-

6~2

Technical problems~
Of course there are ad,Ütional problems associated with these solutions. Material
problems have been inentioned in the case of square mesh. The strerigth of coderids Will
be different when hanging meshes on the square aild slippag~ of knots can occur due .
to the different load ori mesh bars. These can be ove~ome by using top panels of square
rriesh only imd leaviri·g the bottom panel of the codend diarriorid shapoo; by iritrodudrig
longitudinal strenghteriing rapes, by applyirig braided kiiatless netting. Repair of.
knotless nettirig and lack of avaÜabÜity are. reported as cumbersome. It has b~eri
suggested by orie manufacturer to iritrodüce panels that can be zippered mta the trawl io
enable easy repair. Tbe aVailability will increase wheri the market requirements would
,
.
,
increase. In panel discussion at the workshop on the applicatlon and selectivity of
square mesh 'netting· in trawis in 1988 it was stated by the Icelaridic manufacturer
Hampidjari that aii practical problems concerning thc
of square mesh
pnnels were overcome successfully. Scottish researchers report thai no difficulties
have been experienced with kl10tless Japanese netting in usage, strength and reparr. So~e
sarety problems were mentioned. Codencls made of square mesh tend to rall easier on
deck due to iheir cyliIl(irlcRI shape. This problem ,can be .soived by forcing ariori-cu-cular
cross-section of the codend. Apart from the technical problems mentiolloo in this Chapter
there are severe proble~s conceming legal enforcement thai are already inentiond in
. Chapter 4.2~ Socio;;ec~nomic'~spects also play· an important ,role. This will be
explained in the ~ext Chapter.
I
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Socio-economic aspects.

Fish~nnen'sattitudes towam the idea of stOCk conserviitloll are at least criticaJ., although·
many support the idea verbaily. The result of stock assessmenis are ofteri questioned and
in many occasions it is stated that there is more fish in the sea than biologists can count.
Sometimes reaI cancern is expressecl arid often fishenes mamigers are blained for setting
mIes that can noi be obeyed wlthaut ~hreathening busin~ss. iri general fishermen do not
form a coherent group but tend to act as individüals seekirig their own iriterest. The
structure of the fishing industry ,viii. ri13ny c~rrip~titive. enterpreneürs
harvesting an open-accessable common-property resource is riot ideal for
conservation orientated practices. Mathematical models show that in such a flshery
' , '

.

"

,

'

,

I

depletion offish stocks and overexpansion of the industry follow, resuiting in a de~rease
in sodal welfare [3]. Interesting are Dr. Clark's views on the method of discounting of
future returns. This methoo places lower value on future returns deperiding on the '
discount rate or rate of iriierest and the time spari be~ween the expected ret~m and the .
present. This concept

i~

called

time vahi~ öe money and fundamental to economic .
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investment appraisai inethods [6,11]. High iriterest rates are recognised to have serious
anticoriserVationist impliciltioris, especially for slowly growing reriewabie resource
stocks. Iri other words the future is sold out foi' short terin gain. V.je cannot hope to
change the econoiriic system at short notice, but it may help to be aware of this
mechanism. Economic ~ppraisal of the introduct~on of square mesh panels in trawls has
only beeri rather speculative up to now. Costs and bendits are inentionoo in [10]. Cost
faciors are the costs of repiacing existing codends and extrii rilairiteriance costs, that may
result from knot slippage, and of course the loss of more small fish thai have a market
vaIue tooay. Benefits could be a saving in time resultlng freim iess labour on sorong fish;
some gain in vahie of the catch due to less debrls and Benthos being caughi at tbe same
time, and in the long ruri add6d bio-mass and recruitment resuiting in hu-ger quotas and
more fishing time allowro.· it is emphasied in [10] that the long run benefits wiiI in
general not have much weight in the rlecision of flshennen.
I

.

•

"
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Attitudes can be changerl by growing awareriess, which can foIlow from educatiori and
instriIetion. It is even beller to create a c1ear incentive (0 change behaviour.
Most effective wiiI be an economic incentive. Positive rewarrls for using more
selective ge help, heavy financial penaities for circumveriting ruies niay prevent
matprnctice. To my view the positive rewards work beiter, but they cost money. One can
ihink of bonus reivards or increased fishing time w~eri using more selective
gears. A problem of course is that the rules sholild ncit allow cheating or make fishirig .'
very unprofitable. Shared ownership arid responsibilit y may change competitive.
behaviour. In inariyflsheries Iicences are mied and are traded. In the Nethe~larids the
introrluction of Ücences baserl on engine power has ied to a short boom in orders for new
vessels. The procedure of irnpiemeniatiori should not be rlisregrirded. It inay help to ease
of the pressure put o'ri fisherman by financers; but inierest rates arid contraets Me mostly
"
.
very strict and inflexible. Loan relaxation schemes iri seasons with bad fishery may
iemPer the incenrlve to increase ·effort in spite of the ~ciridition of the stock.

ars

,

,

1 .

.

'.

,

We should b6 aware of the fact that many practices exist because the by-catch is not really
unwanted and hecause market exists for these fish and they are callght with profit.
Undersized fish are sold in many places as a delicacy. The rriarket or even the consurners
should be made awäre of the choices mad~ by such practice. The penalty for doing so i~
loss of profit in the long ron, higher fish prices and sodaI costs, but who cares? What we
see as a problem may not be seen so by others in this business. Views
gerieraIly
ciivert deperiding on the perSonal interest of the individual in questiori. We eari not hope ,
to solve a problem to whom ihat dei not recogriise it as a problem. In addition many
people acknowledge a probiem in gerieral teims but do not change their behaviour to
.,

I

'

a

,

will
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contribute to a solution. Such action may not be in their short term interest. Many
fishermen are 'trapped' in the socio-economic system of open-access fishery and
competition. We advertise the system of the free market and competition. Economies
based on a socialist system are'recognised today as less'productive and less efficient. If .'
incentive can not be created. legal 'e~forcement with control and penalties is the
only way it can be done, but we have already seen that this implies tremendous
difficulties and very high ~osts. In many cases th6 industry has called upon authorities to
set elear mIes with no room for cheating. It is also true that fishermen that were willing to
obey the rules set by the govemment were faced Iater with heavy competition by those
that circumvented these rules and forced to elose down their business.

7.

..

THE ROLE OF BIOLOGICAL ADVICE.

Attitudes are dependent on the value of the advice given by fisheries scientists. Ir the
fishing industry believes that stocks are flourishing and catch rates are good at the time. it
is very hard to believe doomsday messages by biologists. Local elustering' of fish
resulting in high catch rates can easily distort the view. On ,the other hand. there is room
for improvement of stock ass~~sment techniques. Many initiatives are taken. Fish larvae
surveys can be improved by sta!ldardisation of sampling. techniques. acoustic
methods of assessment are currently improved and tra'yl.surveys are under question
and suggestions given to ~prove these. Sampling gears are .stan~ardised to some degree
and environmental factors influencing the result under investigation. The performance of
nets can be monitored using acoustic linked sensors and fish behaviour can be ob~erved .
using direct observation techniques. It is vital for'the crecÜbiIity ofthe scientific advice
to improve the accuracy of the abundance estimates as far as possible. The last remark .
may serve as a justification for the existence of the working groups of the ICES Fish
Capture Committee.
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